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"Facts Point to One Conclusion" 
  

‘FBI Director J. Edgar. Hoover 
yesterday joined the attack on 

jeritics . of 
Commission Report on the 
assassination of President 
Kennedy. 

at Hoover, whose agents 
iseted a prompt, intensive, 

objective and thoro 
) investigation,” said —_ recent 

critics “have ignored cértain 
facts, misinterpreted others, 
and: expressed pure speculation 
as truth,” . 

* CONFLICT * 

The FBI Chief said that 
Seemingly conilicting Bureau 
reports on the autopsy 
performed on the President's 
body could be explained by the 
fact that doctors performing the 

agents, were unable to locate 
‘| accurately the exit wound made 

by a buttlet that struck the 
President. in the back. 

Later, after the agenis had 
left the autopsy room, the 
doctors . discovered that the 

bullet made its exif. from his 
neck, a fact- that had been 

[obscured because Dallas 
- :[P physicians had used the exit 

for a tracheotomy. 

Since the FBI knew ‘the 
Commission received a cupy of 
the_final_ sfficial autopsy report, 
siting the locationec?the exit   ‘ wound, _ it did not cha ange the | 
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report of the agents who saw 
aufopsy. The Bureau, - 

hewenee did give the 
Commission its laboratory 
report on the President's 
clothing, which showed a bullet 
exit hole in his shirt collar 
front. : 

REJECTS 
Mr. “Hoover also rejected a 

claim that the FBI had altered 
a. movie of the assassination 
‘taken by Abraham Zapruder, 
which he had sold to Life 
Magazine. 

The FBI never had posséssion | 
of the original, but obtained “a 
copy of the original uncut film”, I 
which it then copied for the | 
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FBI Defends Warren Report; 
Commission, Mr. Hoover said. 

“Not one shred of evidence 
has been developed to link any 
other person in a conspiracy 
with (Lee Harvey) Oswald to 
assassinate President 
Kennedy.” 

“All available evidence and 

c-ime,” he said. 
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" facts point to one conclusion — 3 
that Oswald acted alone in his 
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The Washington Post and ____._- 

Times Herald 

The Washington Daily News ia 

The Washington Evening Star ___ 

New York Daily News 

New York Herald Tribune ______ 

New York Post 

The New York Times 

: New York World Journal 
New York World 

Journal Tribune : 

The Baltimore Sun 

The Worker 

The.New Leader 

The Wall Street Journal . 

The National Observer . 

People’s World - 
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